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Abstract: The social media platform is important as a means to spread information, opinions or awareness about real events. Twitter is prominent because of the huge amount of messages on all kinds of topics posted every day. Text classification of Twitter is never a trivial task that can be handled by common natural language processing techniques. There is also no agreement as to the definition of what type of operation will be performed in the event identification and classification of Tweets. Existing methods are difficult to reproduce and compare because they are often focused on certain types of events according to certain assumptions. This approach is in case of distinct nature. Previous work neglects impactful words due to the use of Bag-of-Words model. The contribution is for feature selection, Information Gain (IG) with consideration of adjectives as most impactful feature in POS tagger is used. Similarity Model, Relevance, Specificity & Span of relationship computation is also carried out later. SVM classification approach is implemented to construct positive and negative sentiments terms. Further this trained dataset is used for SVM classification of test dataset. Results show promising improvements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sentiment analysis (SA) is the cognition of crowd’s speculation, notions and feelings about a subject. Subjects can imitate individuals, incident or matters. This topic is likely to be covered in the comments. These two types of representational sentiment analysis can be used interchangeably. They expressed their mutual meaning. However, some researchers believe that concepts of viewpoint mining and SA are somewhat diverse [1], [2], [3]. Viewpoint mining excerpts and figures out the decisions of subjects, and SA pinpoints and diagnoses emotions intended in the content. Hence, SA goal is to investigate concerns, investigate desires explicated, and then segregate polarity into negative or positive.

Cyber content scrutiny is turning progressively significant due to communication boosting via. Web origins like; Blogs, online mail, forum sites, wikis and societal networks. In the process of SA, it is procedure to determine and diagnose decisions and beliefs, influences and bigotry. Historic scheme of testimony diagnosis, like, topic diagnosis, may not be potent on today’s web testimony data. In divergence, cyber discourse is bloated in information associated to emotions [6], [7]. As a result, SA has recently been practiced with several schemes of cyber-based discourse [8]. Applying to zealot crowd forums gives you intuition into significant discussions and tendencies.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY

In present technological globe person comments the everyday intensions over cyberspace. With the launch of societal structure mediums, organizations have initiated to utilize societal as yielding land for sentimental mindset. But, the opposition is to deal with abundance decisions into glided knowledge. SA estimates catalog the decisions by assorting comments in binary divisions polarity.

Amir Hossein Yazdavar, Monireh Ebrahimi and Naomie Salim [21] developed a Frizzy based cognition constructing model for emotion categorization of extraordinary group of judgements that includes diversity from desiderate extent or limit. The main conclusion is to enhance the correctness of recent drug viewpoint mining systems where dataset is collected from www.askapatient.com. Corpus which contains various type of quantitative medical term can be enlarged and also more medical expert annotator can be consulted in future to erect a superior gold classic corpus and obtain enhanced medical cognition.
Geetika Gautam and Divakar Yadav [22] performed SA on Product reviews for highly unstructured data. Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machine are the sentiment classifiers used. The crucial intent is to analyze an abundant measure of audits by using twitter dataset which are already labelled. Naive Bayes method is superior as compared to Maximum Entropy and SVM is superior alone.

Lei Zhang, Rdhiman Ghosh, Mohamed Dekhil, Meichun Hsu and Bing Liu [23] invented a naive subject-level emotions scrutiny with immense precision at poor recall. Supplementary tweets are those which are likely to be optionated are recognized in automated manner to enhance recall. Further manipulating facts in the outcome of the lexicon-based technique Chi Square test is carried out for feature selection.

Shahana P.H., Bini Omman [24] used 2000 audit data belonging to Bollywood/Hollywood films. The methods like Mutual Information, Chi Square, Information Gain and Tf-idf are used to choose characteristics from immense extent of characteristic set. Using Information Gain for unigram with stemming and with stop words outcomes poor result as compared to that with unigram with stemming and without stop words for both classes.

Ankit Pradeep Patel, Ankit Vithalbhai Patel, Sanjaykumar Ghanshyambhai Butani and Prashant B. Sawant [25] discussed an approach to publish stream of tweets on electronic products. The accurate result is obtained using SVM when compared with supervised algorithm like Support Vector Machine (SVM). The accurate result is obtained using SVM when compared with Vector Quantization method.

Munir Ahmad, Shabib Aftab, Muhammad Salman Bashir, Noureen Hameed [26] focused on analytical scrutiny of literature from year 2012 to 2017 on SA. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is compared with other approaches. The datasets used are movie and software reviews. In future other techniques can be used for comparative analysis using same datasets.

Prachi Bansal and Ramanjot kaur [27] introduced a hybrid approach of using Swarm Intelligence optimization algorithms with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers. These method solves the problem of dual optimization. Datasets used are collected from various websites like Stand ford University. The result obtained here is that SVM doesn’t works well as compared to that of Naive Bayes algorithm. The accuracy of SVM can be increased when used with other optimization methods.

Till present, surveyors have deal with many methodologies to provide answers to the issues.

Table 2.1 Summary of Literature Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Title of the paper, Author &amp; Year of Publication</th>
<th>Observations/Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>On the Feature selection and Classification based on Information Gain for Document Sentiment Analysis, Asriyanti Indah Pratiwi and Adiwijaya, 2018 [28]</td>
<td>To find an optimum features selection and classification. Information Gain calculation (IGC) outperforms out of all other classifiers. SVM and ANN encountered over fitting issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The effects of Pre-processing strategies in Sentiment analysis of online movie reviews, Harmani Mat Zin, Norwati Mustapha, Masrah Azrifah Azmi Murad and Nurfadhlina Mohd Sharef, 2017 [30]</td>
<td>To probe the reaction of Pre-processing policies in SA. SVM with linear kernal doesn't performs well as compared to that of SVM non-linear kernal for both TF and TF-IDF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sentiment Analysis of Tweets using SVM, Munir Ahmad, Shabib Aftab and Ifitikhari Ali, 2017 [31]</td>
<td>Analyzed two datasets of tweets using SVM. 1) Self driving cars, 2) Apple products. SVM works well for Apple products datasets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>An Information Gain-Driven Feature study for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis, Kim Schouten, Flavius Fransincar and Rommert Dekkar, 2016 [32]</td>
<td>It analyzed which characteristics are superior predictors for Feature-level viewpoint.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### III. FRAMEWORK

We have presented a framework in which we have explained a process of pre-processing, feature selection, various other computations and classification. Twitter dataset is provided as input to Pre-processing stage that gives output as cleaned dataset with removal of stop words, hyperlinks, special characters, text converted from uppercase to lowercase to treat all the words equal i.e., Happy=happy. The datasets being used for the evaluation of the proposed Sentiment analysis based on Relevant Feature Selection and SVM Classification Approach is being retrieved from “www.kaggle.com/”. Kaggle provides Open Source Datasets in multiple domains and various kind of twitter data collection data.

For exclusive impression of a word, a set of synonymic words are recorded in Sentiment Word Dictionary (SWD). Aimless selection is done for nouns from SWD and excerpt a pair of synonymic words from a dictionary of every selected term. If a selected noun is cryptic, then acknowledgement of the dictionary for the assertive sentiment senses is done, thus, in such case adjectives are considered to differentiate the cryptic words. In Feature extraction stage, Information gain (IG) is carried out along with Similarity model and Relevance, Specificity & Span of relationship calculations by fetching for synonymic and antonymic words from SWD and by referring the trained labelled data formed during training the data for further SVM classification.

The morphological accord among semantic approaches are customarily associated depends upon three criteria including exactness, recall and correctness. These criteria are computed for the sentiment concepts can be related to each other by referring to multiple twitter data related to the user application, categorized depends upon their location in the concept and the accords intending the semantic guild brings up the strength of linkage among concepts.

Based on the processing and measuring of the above methodology we predict the twitter datasets sentiment and perform the following evaluation measure.

The proposed system consists of:

3.1 Pre-processing
3.2 Feature Extraction using Information Gain Measure - Similarity model and Relevance, Specificity & Span of relationship calculations.
3.3 Sentiment Segregation
3.4 Sentiment Classification using SVM

The details of modules are as follows:

3.1 Pre-Processing:
The factual-world data stores are supremely vulnerable to noisy, absent terms, and differing data because of their representative supreme measurement and their probable dawn from multiple miscellaneous places. Moderate-grade data will provide moderate-grade outcomes. There are number of facts initial-processing methodologies. Facts purification can be applied to eradicate noise and do precise discrepancies in the fact. Fact conversions like; normalization can upgrade the correctness and efficiency of mining methodologies considering space dimensions. This module is responsible for eliminating Stop Words and Noisy data from the collected datasets.
This module involves in capturing sentiment features from real-time data from Twitter and storing it in a suitable format in support of Sentiment Word Dictionary (SWD) [35]. Based on the set of defined sentiments we generate a sentiment feature pattern. It will implement a correlation association mining approach to find the sentiment feature relation with the define SWD phrases to provide the sentiment feature selection.

Figure 1 Proposed Architecture

3.2 Feature Extraction using Information Gain Measure (IG)

The processed dataset after pre-processing has a lot of distinctive properties. The feature extraction method extracts the aspect (adjective) from the dataset using information gain measure. Information gain is an attribute selection measure based on the value or “information content” of messages. Let assume a sentence N represent or hold the terms adjective of phrase D. The adjective with the highest information gain is chosen as the splitting adjective for sentence N. This adjective minimizes the information needed to classify the terms in the resulting phrase and reflects the least randomness or “impurity” in this adjective.

After pre-processing stage, entropy is calculated for trained dataset & 10 most impactful features are being extracted using IG. Then, entropy is calculated for test dataset, and outputs of most impactful features are 3 or less terms, those can be seen at final stage. Thus, while training data it takes time but while applying different dataset to test it requires less time as only 3 features to fetch from trained dataset as positives & negatives. The output after computation of test data is being added to train dataset. Similarity and Relevance, Specificity & Span of Relationships computations are computed, i.e., features polarities are fetched from trained dataset.

3.3 Sentiment Segregation:

This module implements the function to categorize the datasets and to provide an easy access to relevant words in terms of positive and negative terms. To do so it takes a support of Sentiment Word Dictionary. To segregate the sentiment from the extracted features we implement a lexical Pattern algorithm in compared to terms of Sentiment Word Dictionary.

Generally, a synonymic linkage between terms can be conveyed utilizing more than account of two divergent schemes, E is a F, and E is a large F. Both these schemes stipulate that there subsists an in-a linkage among E and F. The extracted features are then given as input to SVM categorizer for categorization where, you can actually understand the extraction of 3 features of test dataset and its category. [4.4-Step 5]
3.4 Sentiment Classification using SVM:

This module implements an SVM based classification process for semantic prediction from the datasets. To train SVM and to discern positive and negative term matches, we took an advantage of a training dataset term-matches obtained from feature extraction and sentiment segregation module. It is composed of synonymic term-matches of positive training samples and non-synonymic term-matches as a negative training samples. For each term-match we produced measurement feature vector of a term-match and finally, we train the SVM using labelled feature vectors.

After training SVM, positive training samples are term-matched, we will utilize it to access the semantic uniqueness between two given terms [36], [37]. Minimizing the similar techniques, we utilized to produce feature vectors for training, we fabricate the test datasets measurements of feature vector for a match of terms and among which we measure semantic uniqueness to classify the sentiments in the datasets.

- SVM Improvisation for Semantic Classification

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification generally learns for individual characteristic. Nevertheless, solely acquires knowledge of classifiers by fixing them to all characteristics semantic of the features precisely [38]. For each feature, we requisite to choose the characteristics that are frequently efficient in designing this feature. It is necessary to regulate this choice based on the two inspections:

Positive-level characteristics like these are extricated by IG feature selection that leads this, extrication may not focus to outline the particular feature and involve non-repeating knowledge. Thus, we requisite to choose illustrative and characteristics that are benefited to relate present semantic features. The exercise of electing a subspace of most pertinent characteristics has been acting a significant player in boosting up the learning stage and alleviating the consequence of the ambiguity of the term. We will operate feature election technique to select the most effective terms as positive and negative terms. In particular, if we want to learn a statement “I’m eating an apple while playing computer game” categorizer, we elect characteristics that outcomes well at differing the illustrations of data with positive terms “apples” and with negative term “apples”. By following such methodology, we benefit baffled about “apple” or “computer”, as both types are related to “fruits” or have “computer” depends on their positivity or negativity similarity.

Consider, two terms R and S, we fix the issue of aligning similarity among R and S, as one of erecting a mathematical component sim(R,S) that outcomes a computation in the length[0,1]. If R and S are eminently identical to the sentiment dictionary, it expects sim(R,S) to be near to 1. On the next side, if R and S are not statement-wise identical, then we expect sim(R,S) to be near to 0.

It constructed plentiful characteristics that outcomes the uniqueness among R and S using terms computes and statements recovered from input terms. Utilizing such characteristic depiction of terms, we train a binary-class SVM to categorize the positive and negative sentiment.

- Semantic Classification Measures:

Firstly, by measuring Exactness, Recall and Correctness rates to validate the working of the proposed system. Secondly, by utilizing training data to acquire a categorizer or predictor and then to project the correctness of the out-coming learned system can outcome in evasive over-idealistic acquisition due to over-pursuable of the learning technique to the data. Rather, correctness outperforms in measurement on a test dataset including class-labelled rows that were not utilized to instruct the system. The correctness of a categorizer on an available test set is the computation of percentile of the categorizer. In the pattern realization survey, this is described to as the overall recognition rate of the categorizer, that is, it gives rise to have correctly categorizer to recognize tuples of several classes.

Table 3.1 - A Confusion matrix for positive and negative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>True positives</td>
<td>false negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>false positives</td>
<td>true negatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actual class: SA process further to utilize relevant data as training data for problematic domains. Also, the work can be extended to consider sarcastic reviews. Twitter datasets used in the work is collection of data from www.Kaggle.com site. Work is carried out in JAVA platform using Eclipse IDE. Information Gain (IG) and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) are used for feature selection and classification respectively. The result shows the accuracy in precision and accuracy. A Confusion matrix is a beneficial tool for two classes as shown in Figure-3.1. Consider p classes, a Confusion matrix is a relation of at least dimension p by p. An entry

\[ C_{ij} \]

is the first p rows and p columns involves the number of tuples of class I that were segregated by the categorizer as class j. For a categorizer to have precise correctness, ideally most of the tuples would be arranged including the tangent of the Confusion matrix, from entry \( C_{ii} \) to entry \( C_{jj} \) with the rest of the entries being near to zero. The tabular representation depicts tabular rows and columns to present total rates per class.

Consider two classes, i.e., positive against negative tuples. True positives refer to positive tuples that were rightly labelled by the categorizer. False positives are the negative tuples that were non-precisely labelled. Similarly, false negatives are the positive tuples that were non-precisely labeled.

In this paper, firstly pre-processing process is carried out that includes removal of Stop-words, Special Characters, Stem-words, Hyperlinks. Uppercase terms are converted to LOWERCASE. Then, the remaining terms are considered as input to Information Gain module where most impactful terms are only considered. After applying, information gain algorithm, Similarity model calculation, Relevance, Specificity and Span of Relationships are computed for ambiguous terms comparison with SentiWordNet Dictionary synonymic and antonomic terms. During applying test dataset, the terms are matched with the result of trained dataset for categorization.

The result obtained is correct precision and accuracy. True positive result is obtained when Confusion Matrix is used for validation.

The context and client’s decisions of the text is important to be considered in varietal applications. That is why it is very much needed to do deep survey on event-based Sentiment Analysis. In future, by using the emotion detection technology and NLP tools can be used to enhance

(a) Percentage of Precision Measure Vs Information Gain Threshold value

(b) Percentage of Recall Measure Vs Information Gain Threshold value
CONCLUSION

From the above figures, at Information Gain Threshold value 50, Precision of 81% and Accuracy of 67.25% are obtained respectively. An experimental evaluation using Twitter Sentiment Dataset shows an improvisation in precision and accuracy measure. Recall is found to be increasing with the increase in IG threshold value. In the work, document-level polarity classification is attempted to categorize emotions in Bollywood or Hollywood reviews, public broadcast details, or societal forum reviews. Most impactful terms are considered using Information Gin (IG) followed by Similarity model calculation instead of using Bag-of-words for many domains terms if occurred. Figures (a), (b), (c) shows the overall working of the system. At Information Gain Threshold value 50, Precision of 81% and Accuracy of 67.25% are obtained respectively. An experimental evaluation using Twitter Sentiment Dataset (d) shows an improvisation in precision and accuracy measure. Recall is found to be increasing with the increase in IG threshold value.
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